City of Houston now enforcing UPC/IRC 2006 as of January 1, 2011

Any New Residential Or Commercial Construction Must Comply To The New Codes. Honeywell Thermostatic Mixing Valves Meet These Requirements.

The AMX300 Kit includes everything you need for a 15 minute installation.

The AMX mixing valve cuts installation time and number of parts in half.

AM-1 mixing valve installation.

UMV-304 3-Port Option Typically used in public facilities and office buildings where a consistent temperature is required.

UMV-304 4-Port Option Typically used in homes, apartments, hotels and locations where the user is free to adjust the water temperature.
Houston Plumbing Code

2000 International Residential Code
P2802.2 Scald Protection
Where a combination water heater-space heating system requires water for space heating at temperatures exceeding 140° F (60° C), a means such as a mixing valve shall be installed to temper the water for domestic uses.

2000 Uniform Plumbing Code
420.0 Shower and Tub-Shower Combination Control Valves
Showers and tub-shower combinations in all buildings shall be provided with individual control valves of the pressure balance or the thermostatic mixing valve type. Gang showers, when supplied with a single temperature-controlled water supply pipe, may be controlled by a master thermostatic mixing valve in lieu of individually controlled pressure balance, thermostatic mixing valves. Handle position stops shall be provided on such valves and shall be adjusted per the manufacturers instructions to deliver a maximum mixed water setting of 120° F (49° C). The water heater thermostat shall not be considered a suitable control for meeting this provision.
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